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FAST SHELTER ANNOUNCES NEW SEALED LINE OF TENTS.
The premier manufacturer of inflatable shelters broadens its extensive line of rapid
set up tents.
Phoenixville, PA August 9, 2010
FAST Shelter is pleased to announce an addition to
its selection of inflatable tents with the introduction
of its newest technology, Sealed. While FAST
Shelter’s standard design involves the use of a
constantly running high pressure blower, the new
Sealed design requires filling it only once with air
and then closing the inflation valve. It will remain
rigid and structurally sound for several days before
a topping off of air is required.
Inflation of the new Sealed shelter is accomplished by either using the provided
electrical high-pressure pump or a compressed air bottle. The primary advantage
of the Sealed shelter is that it does not require a constant source of electricity to
remain inflated.
Inflation is quick, under three minutes. Deflation is accomplished by opening the
two deflation ports and is completed in five minutes. The shelter is then rolled up
and packed in a heavy-duty canvas bag for storage.
After inflation, the shelters, measure 10’by10’, 10’by15’ and 10’by 20’. Inside
height is 8 feet. When packed away, the Sealed shelter takes up about as much
space as a 55 gallon barrel which makes the shelter very portable.
Primary users of the new Sealed shelter are emergency services organizations
such as fire, rescue and police. Disaster response and military applications are
also a prime operator.
Marketing Director, Brendan Howard, relates that FAST Shelters are
operating internationally. FAST Shelters are in the oil fields of Kuwait with their fire
service, in the United Kingdom with windshield repair technicians, protecting soda

blasting paint removal operations in Australia, and in Manitoba, Canada, covering
wind turbine repair.
Mr. Howard continues, “Our largest market is here in the United States where they
are used for emergency services such as fire and police activities, auto refinishing,
building maintenance, hot tub installations, and athletic team covers. We also
provide custom designs for unique situations”.
With the addition of the Sealed design, FAST Shelter has expanded its product
line to capture markets where a high quality, temporary enclosure is needed but
constant supply of electrical power is not available.
FAST Shelter is a subsidiary of Sky Signs Balloons Ltd. Photographs and
specifications can be found at www.fastshelter.com. Please address your
questions to info@fastshelter.com. The phone number is (610) 415-0225.

